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1.
Mitcham Cricket Green Community & Heritage takes an active interest in the
future of the Cricket Green Conservation Area and its environs. We are the civic society
for this part of Merton and part of the wider civic movement through membership of the
national charity Civic Voice. We have been closely involved in the development of the
Merton Local Plan, Borough Character Studies, the Conservation Area Appraisal and
Management Plan and numerous development proposals in the area. Our approach to
development and change in the area is established in the Cricket Green Charter which
was refreshed in 2019 with the support of London Borough of Merton and local
councillors (https://mitchamcricketgreen.org.uk/cricket-green-charter/). The Charter
has been acknowledged in the Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan for
Cricket Green. We have also contributed to production of the Merton Heritage Strategy
as a member of the Merton Heritage Forum. We are members of The Canons Steering
Group delivering a £5m Lottery funded project and also undertake practical projects,
organise walks and run Mitcham Heritage Day and Community on the Green. We ask
that these representations are made available online through Planning Explorer.
2.
We have considered the proposals for 7 houses and 11 flats on the former Canons
nursery in the context of:







the site’s role as an open space in Mitcham Cricket Green Conservation Area
the sensitive location in the historic landscape of The Canons between two
nationally listed mansion houses and bordered by a nationally listed boundary
wall
the extant planning consent and public investment in The Canons house and
landscape
Merantun’s responsibilities as a local authority development company
relevant development plan policies, including the London Plan
the refreshed Cricket Green Charter.

3.
We have sought to engage with the emergence of Merantun Development Limited
(Merantun) as Merton Council’s development company and made representations on
emerging plans for the site. We welcome the establishment of Merantun and the
opportunities it presents to improve the quality of development across the Borough and
generate resources for investment in public services.
4.
We are confident that Merton Council is aware of and sensitive to its dual
responsibilities as both applicant and decision maker in respect of this application. This
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demands the highest standards of propriety and public confidence that the application
will be considered fairly and as if it were submitted by a private entity.
Community engagement
5.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that “applications that can
demonstrate early, proactive and effective engagement with the community should
be looked on more favourably than those that cannot” (paragraph 128). The applicant
has repeatedly shown it is not interested in demonstrating good practice in the way it
operates and engages with the local community despite its role as the local authority’s
development company. The public was excluded from the first review of plans for the
site by the Design Review Panel as they were considered not to be local authority
proposals. We strongly contest this given the way Merantun is run and governed. It is,
in any case, open to the applicants to support their scheme being reviewed in public and
Merantun chose to have its scheme reviewed behind closed doors. The public was
permitted to attend the second Design Review Panel despite different officers providing
conflicting advice as to whether the plans were registered. The plans that are now being
considered have different reference numbers to those considered by the Design Review
Panel which were never made available on the Planning Portal and it remains unclear
what differences exist.
6.
Merantun held two poorly attended exhibitions of the plans. These were
announced with just 48 hours’ notice at the height of the holiday season and failed to
make any of the materials available online. This is worst practice. It is worse than that
we have experienced from private developers who share plans prior to a planning
application being submitted and was despite our representations to provide good
advance publicity. The scheme’s architects and an officer jointly employed by Merton
Council (as Head of Future Merton) and Merantun (as Design Director) attended our
Open Meeting in August 2019. This presented a final scheme and did not provide any
opportunity for local people to engage in its evolution. The quality of presentation from
the architects and their lack of understanding of both the context and the detail of the
site were shockingly bad. By way of one example, the architects were unable to name
the species of the majestic Pagoda tree despite its fundamental influence on the form
and layout of the proposed scheme. The supporting documents further demonstrate
their lack of awareness of the site and its history by regularly referencing the “Canon’s”
with an apostrophe. The plans received strong criticism for the reasons expanded on in
these representations.
7.
The Statement of Community Involvement states that the comments made at our
Open Meeting were “generally in line with comments received from members of the
public during the public exhibition events” although this is not the case. Our own record
of the meeting is below and shows strongly critical views. The selective record of the
public feedback at the exhibition includes some positive comment.
8.
The Statement of Community Involvement states that only three emails were
received in response to the exhibited plans. We know this is not the case, not least
because we provided detailed comments by email to Merantun’s Design Director and the
generic Merantun email address on 1 September 2019. This is not referenced in the
Statement of Community Involvement.
9.
We consider the Statement of Community Involvement’s conclusion that “Overall,
there appeared to be a good degree of local support for the proposals” to be a
fundamental distortion of the truth. We ask that the evidence presented is disregarded
and a revised Statement of Community Involvement is requested prior to consideration
of the proposals.
10.
Our review of the Invitation to Tender documents for organisations to develop
and deliver the schemes for Merantun also shows that there is no reference at all to
either “community” or “consultation”. This has had inevitable consequences which are

now becoming apparent. The chosen architects were unable to avoid using jargon or
communicate their proposals in plain English at our August Open Meeting and displayed
a limited understanding of the sites, including errors of fact.
11.
Merantun has consistently failed to meet its own timetable for the preparation of
its plans and has taken much longer than originally planned. This time has not been
used effectively to engage with the community which has been provided with occasional,
brief, insights into the evolution of the scheme. Despite the protracted period for
preparing the planning application it was submitted in late December meaning the main
period for public consultation coincides with the Christmas break.
12.
Given this experience and the limited and poor quality of community engagement
we do not believe this planning application should be looked on “more favourably”.
Planning considerations
13.
The former Canons nursery is an immensely sensitive site with restricted access
in the centre of the historic Canons landscape that is currently the focus of a major
National Lottery project. It lies at the heart of Mitcham Cricket Green Conservation
Area, between two nationally listed mansion houses, in the setting of a nationally listed
16th century dovecote and is bordered by a Grade II* listed boundary wall. We do not
support development of the site separate from its function as part of the historic Canons
landscape and in a manner which does not reflect its historic use as functional open
space within the wider network of spaces across this historic landscape. Notwithstanding
this in principle objection we believe the plans need a fundamentally different approach
and they harm both the Conservation Area and nationally designated heritage assets.
They singularly fail to respect their context and introduce development of a scale and
design that is alien to the area. They also conflict with the National Lottery funded
project for enhancing The Canons landscape and increasing public access and awareness
of its significance. Planning permission should be refused.
14.
Land use – We do not support the use of the former Canons nursery for
residential development. The site makes an important contribution to the story of The
Canons landscape and remains an important, if neglected, open space. We believe its
future role lies in being part of the future Canons landscape which is currently the focus
of major public investment. Developing the site will thwart some of the benefits of this
investment and cause conflicts with the future use of The Canons landscape as a source
of public enjoyment, appreciation and inspiration.
15.
The future of the site was reviewed in a community engagement event we ran in
March 2013 as part of the development of the first Cricket Green Charter. This event
was supported by Merton Council, and Merantun's then Cabinet member and Merantun’s
now Design Director spoke at it. More than 80 local people were engaged in detailed
workshops and discussions to help inform the community-led development of the Cricket
Green Charter. This reported as follows:

16.
The public desire to retain the site for its links to the wider Canons landscape is
clear and has been subsequently strengthened by the success of the Parks for People bid
to the National Lottery for which the Cricket Green Charter is the acknowledged point of
origin. This funding provides the opportunity for a very different future for the site that
continues its relationship to the historic landscape and increases public access.
17.
Excessive height, bulk and mass - the volume and mass of the proposed
development is too large for this constrained and sensitive site and occupies too much of
the site area. The overdevelopment appears more driven by a desire to maximise
financial return than respond to and enhance its context. Our concerns are shared by
Merton Council’s Design Review Panel which concluded, in giving the scheme an Amber
rating, that the “overall feel” is the development “felt too harsh and clunky”. The scale,
mass and height of the “L shaped block of flats” in particular needs to be reduced to
respect the character of surrounding buildings and to be subservient to that of The
Canons house and Park Place. The excessive height also results in significant visual
intrusion in the historic landscape which harms designated heritage assets.
18.
Design quality and heritage impact – the scheme comprises two distinct
elements, townhouses for sale and flats for rent. Neither is delivered to the standard
required for such a sensitive site. As the Design Review Panel concludes, the
townhouses are “too busy, intense and slightly military in feel” and the flats were
considered to “have similar issues”. The design and architectural context for the scheme
is weak and simplistically based on “drawing inspiration for the walled garden adjacent
to Canon’s (sic) House” and the architecture is described superficially as drawing
“influence from the two Georgian Listed Buildings.” In both cases there is a lack of
detailed contextual analysis to the standard required. Not only does the site demand a
much richer design story, that which is presented is poorly developed and implemented.
The buildings have flat roofs despite the claimed Georgian influences and the area of
open space available to provide a “quiet place” is cramped because so much of the
former nursery land is to be developed. A much more detailed and sophisticated
approach is needed for such an important site within a Conservation Area where there is
no residential context similar to that proposed.
19.
We are dismayed by the proposal to include a three storey blank wall in the east
elevation of the flats “to avoid overlooking into the townhouses”. This is an unforgivable
design flaw that should result in a refreshed design approach rather than a failed
compromise:

20.
We have reviewed the heritage impact of the proposals closely given their
location. We find the accompanying Heritage Assessment to be both of limited value and
extremely poor quality. It devotes just six weak paragraphs in a 26 page document to
an assessment of the impact of the proposals. This assessment is, at best, superficial
and does not provide the confidence needed to assess the scheme’s impact on an array
of designated heritage assets. The document fails even to reference the historic town
greens which provide a key context for the site and, remarkably, there is no reference to
The Canons Conservation Management Plan despite this being adopted by Merton
Council as a Supplementary Planning Document in September 2017. The Heritage
Assessment states that there is no significant relationship between the east lawn of The
Canons and the site and neither the Heritage Assessment nor the Design and Access
Statement address key views of the site from the first floor of The Canons house or Park
Place, The Canons east lawn, or the former News of the World Sports Ground
(designated as Metropolitan Open Land). This is an entirely inadequate piece of work,
bearing all the hallmarks of a ‘quick and dirty’ exercise simply to meet the requirement
to include a Heritage Assessment with the planning application.
21.
The conclusion of the Heritage Assessment is remarkably one-dimensional in
stating “the effect will be entirely positive. The Proposed Development will enhance the
significance of the Mitcham Cricket Green Conservation Area, with a new residential
development of a high quality and appropriate design. Special attention has been paid to
the effect on the historic significance of Park Place and Canons House, including the
historic boundary wall of the latter which forms the western boundary of the Site. There
will be no harm to the significance of any heritage asset.” This lack of nuance and
failure to address the balance of considerations for and against the development means
that no serious weight can be attached to its conclusions. The Design Review Panel also
concluded “There was some scepticism from the Panel regarding the rather emphatic
conclusion reported in the review material”. We ask that a fresh Heritage Assessment is
prepared before the application is determined.
22.
Our own assessment is that the townhouses will present a major new built
intrusion into views from both Park Place and the former News of the World Sports
Ground and the flats will intrude upon the open view from both The Canons house and
its east lawn. The “before” and “after” impressions below from the car park are
considered by the Design and Access Statement to demonstrate that the “development
enhances key views.”

23.
Our conclusion is diametrically opposite. We see a significant and damaging
impact on this key view, replacing a pleasing green aspect with mature trees that speaks
to the heritage of The Canons landscape with an intrusive block of development that
lacks design distinction and includes projecting balconies. In planning policy terms this
amounts to “substantial harm” to the nationally listed wall and the setting of The
Canons, a nationally listed mansion. Planning consent should be refused.
24.
The impact also undermines the public benefit being secured from public
investment in The Canons supported by the National Lottery. This is notwithstanding the
artistic licence adopted in the images that makes changes to the car park that have
nothing to do with the development proposal and are the result of the Lottery-funded
project. The “after” image is also misleading as it includes an alder on the left which is
being removed.
25.
We also dispute the statement that “the site is currently an underused, poor
quality open space” as justification for its development. The ecological survey
accompanying the application contradicts this statement in concluding that the “site has
significant ecological value, as it has been left unmanaged for some time, and has
developed a seminatural character.” Merton Council deliberately excluded the former
nursery from the Parks for People bid to the National Lottery. This could have been used
to open up public access and provide appropriate management interventions at minimal
cost.
26.
The scheme fails to preserve and enhance the Conservation Area through
developing too much of the existing open space, threatening a prominent tree which
makes a positive contribution to the area and failing to respect the setting of the listed
buildings, listed wall and listed dovecote. The design treatment lack distinction. It has
an everyday and everywhere character that owes little to the local context beyond a
simplistic and derivative effort to respond to the proportions of Park Place’s front
elevation.
27.
We support the predominant use of brick but the approach lacks detail and craft
or “love” as one contributor to the public exhibition expressed it. The result is somewhat
monotonous elevations that compare poorly with the rich detail, patina and interest in
the materials and brick and other details of surrounding buildings and historic walls.

28.
Other local developments, such as The Cricketers and the former KwikFit site,
have sought to ensure a colour match with neighbouring buildings in the bricks used.
29.
There is uncertainty over the quality of bricks, finishing and windows proposed
and there is clear evidence of efflorescence in nearby developments which needs to be
avoided, including through appropriate planning conditions on future maintenance.
30.
Relationship with neighbouring land uses – The development is being brought
forward at the same time as the multi-million pound Parks for People project is being
delivered for The Canons and its grounds, supported by the National Lottery. The two
schemes appear to have been developed in isolation from each other despite there being
an overlap in the Merton Council officers involved. We envisage significant conflict
between the projects, including over:








Parking - the public car park serving The Canons leisure centre, landscape and
house will be significantly impacted by the development given the lack of parking
provision and the need for access. We envisage significant conflicts arising over
the competing uses for this public car park. We believe any solution will require
Merton Council to bring forward plans to introduce pay and display parking at The
Canons. Any planning consent should be informed by a full assessment of the
impact on the car park and be conditional on adequate resolution of the conflict
over its use
Public access – the development site provides an important function in linking
different parts of the historic landscape and this is a key objective of the Parks for
People project. If the development proceeds then a right of 24/7 public access
through the site should be secured through a planning condition for what is
currently public land with informal open public access. This will require changes
to open up the entrance to the site from The Canons car park. Instead the plans
propose to gate it off. To reduce public access across The Canons landscape is
unconscionable at the very time it is benefiting from significant public investment.
This entrance is already poorly conceived comprising a dead corridor with access
to the bike store and bin shed.
Servicing - we are concerned by servicing arrangements that will either require
use of the public car park in The Canons for access and refuse collection from the
bin store servicing the flats or a reversing bin lorry operating at the heart of the
site
Construction – both projects involve significant construction work in an historic
landscape with nationally listed buildings and structures, mature trees, water
features and sensitive green space and vegetation with significant public access.
There is no assessment of how the construction can be phased and managed for
both projects simultaneously.

31.
The Design and Access Statement further demonstrates the disconnect by
presenting images of the scheme which include the playground in front of Park Place that
will be removed as part of the Parks for People project.

32.
There is a lack of supporting information to demonstrate a positive relationship
between the development and the future use of The Canons house and landscape as a
location attracting community and educational activity and as a business hub in addition
to the existing leisure centre use. We ask that consideration of the application is paused
until this information comes forward and that it addresses issues relating to the use of
the public car park, servicing, access and construction in particular.
33.
Landscape and planting – We welcome the central influence which retention and
celebration of the striking Pagoda tree (Styphnolobium japonicum) has had on the plans.
This is a much celebrated local asset and is the current holder of the Merton Tree of the
Year award. We have been assured that construction can be undertaken without
damage to the tree or its roots but seriously question this and are not persuaded by the
arboricultural method statement provided with the application. This proposes a method
which takes a narrow view of the required Root Protection Area and notes that “the 12x
stem diameter approach taken by BS5837 gives a significantly smaller root radius than
some schools of thinking.” This is pertinent because of the very confined space provided
for the Pagoda tree in the new development. The application of a theoretical formula for
determining the Root Protection Area for such an important tree which is integral to the
design of the whole scheme is inadequate. We are also concerned by the lack of
commitments to even implementing the arboricultural method statement which is
described as “draft”. There is no evidence that its proposed safeguards, such as the
cellular confinement system required for any new hard standing, will be delivered. There
is also conflict between the arboricultural method statement’s requirement that “no tree
or shrub planting will take place within the RPAs” and the Landscape Planning Statement
which provides for the planting of an “evergreen fern garden” beneath the Pagoda tree.
The significance of the Pagoda tree demands a much more rigorous approach.
34.
We also question the sense of proposing development on three sides of the
Pagoda tree and whether the circulation area around the tree leaves sufficient space to
avoid future problems as this middle aged tree continues to grow. The space between
the tree canopy and the proposed development is very small and the gap falls to barely
one metre with the eastern elevation of the flats (see below). This makes no allowance
for future growth or pressure from new residents to reduce the tree because of future
growth or its perceived negative impact on light levels.

35.
Given its critical importance we ask that more detailed provisions and binding
commitments are set out for the protection and maintenance of the Pagoda tree both
during construction and in the long term such that these can be considered during
determination of the application and not left to the discharge of planning conditions.
36.
We do not agree with the classification of the mature 12m yew tree near to the
Pagoda tree as being of moderate quality and do not support its removal. The
comprehensive tree survey undertaken for the wider Canons project classifies this tree

as being in good condition and as “Retention – Essential” (see green diagonal shading
below):

37.
Its financial equivalent value in this survey is only 25% less than that of the
Pagoda tree and it is identified in the ecological survey accompanying the planning
application as a potential roost feature for bats. The ecological survey accompanying the
application also concludes that “the mature yew T2 is also a notable large old specimen,
and should be retained”. The yew should provide a starting point for any design
approach to the site and not be considered as an inconvenience which can be felled.
38.
The benefits of the wider approach to the landscape are fundamentally
undermined by the scale of development proposed which occupies too much of the site
and urbanises the existing planted boundaries.
39.
The scheme lacks adequate assurances as to the future maintenance and
management of the associated landscape and planting despite its critical importance,
including to securing the “walled garden” ambitions around the Pagoda tree which are
central to the stated design ambitions.
40.
Light pollution - The scheme includes excessive lighting, including the insensitive
use of uplighters, which will cause unnecessary light pollution in an area which benefits
from subdued lighting, provides rare opportunities to experience dark skies and supports
feeding bats. The approach conflicts with Merton Council’s active management of light
levels so they are reduced elsewhere in The Canons grounds. No horizontal illuminance
contour plan is provided, as advised by the Institution of Lighting Engineers Guidance
note 8/18 Bats and artificial lighting in the UK, to demonstrate the suitability of the
lighting plans in such a sensitive location. The ecological survey concludes that “bats are
likely to be present in the area” and this is supported by other ecological studies
undertaken for the wider Canons project and prior to development of the multi-use
games area. MKA Ecology Ltd’s bat survey report in 2018 for The Canons Parks for
People project included surveys of the land surrounding the site and concluded that
“three species of bat were identified during the nocturnal bat surveys. Moderate to high
levels of common and soprano pipistrelle activity were recorded.” This report
recommended “Light pollution from any lighting should be minimised both during and
after the construction phase.” The 2013 study in support of the construction of the
nearby multiuse games area stated “Any bare bulbs and any light pointing upwards
should be eliminated” We do not support the use of uplighters for the trees in this
sensitive landscape and habitat. It will harm the nightscape and cause unnecessary
ecological harm.

41.
Affordable housing - the plans make no provision for affordable housing and
instead proposes that this is provided on an alternative Merantun site and at levels below
those necessary to be policy compliant. Policy CS8 is clear in stating that “Only in
exceptional circumstances will the council consider the provision of affordable housing
off-site or financial contributions in lieu of provision on-site and this must be justified.”
The Planning Statement makes no effort to justify exceptional circumstances and simply
states that “the proposals are in accordance” with Policy CS8. Emphatically this is not
the case. It may be operationally convenient for Merantun to separate affordable and
market housing and it is chance that it is bringing forward four different sites at the
same time but this is not a relevant planning consideration in determining where
affordable housing should be provided. The single merit of the four sites coming forward
simultaneously is that it may reduce build costs and so increase the viability of the
scheme enabling the provision of more affordable homes. There is no case made for not
providing affordable homes in the scheme and this provision should be required. We
believe the viability study should be subject to independent scrutiny.
42.
Parking strategy - Experience with car ownership levels in recently constructed
homes elsewhere in the area suggests the minimal car parking provision is inadequate
and will place extra parking pressure on surrounding roads already at parking capacity
and/or the adjacent public car park. The location of the two of the proposed parking
spaces at the end of the “mews street” is poorly conceived and will create unnecessary
conflict with pedestrian movement within and through the site. The public realm within
the site should be pedestrian priority with minimal need for access by car.
43.
Sustainability - The application is supported by inadequate information on its
sustainability credentials and lacks targets, such as achieving Home Quality Mark. It is
unclear whether the measures described in the supporting documents are commitments
or aspirations. No positive use for the significant roof area is proposed. Just one electric
vehicle charging point is proposed for the six parking spaces. Hard landscaping is
proposed where shrubs and trees currently exist. The overall approach does not meet
the expectations for such a significant development or present an appropriate response
to the climate emergency.
44.
In conclusion we object to this planning application and ask for it to be refused on
the following grounds:


The absence of essential information on which to assess its impact on designated
heritage assets and the Conservation Area



The
-

absence of essential information on
conflicts with neighbouring uses, including the public car park
the relationship with the National Lottery funded Parks for People project
protection of the Pagoda tree that lies at the heart of the scheme’s design
vision
management and maintenance of the landscape
wildlife impacts of the proposed lighting
sustainability considerations



Provision of an inadequate Statement of Community Involvement and a wholly
inadequate Heritage Assessment



Lack of any consideration of The Canons’ Conservation Management Plan,
adopted as a Supplementary Planning Document by Merton Council in 2017



Conflict with national planning policy on issues where this directs refusal on
grounds of:
a.
substantial harm to the Grade II* listed The Canons house (including
its walls) which “should be wholly exceptional [and] local planning
authorities should refuse consent” (NPPF paragraph 194-195) and less

than substantial harm to the Grade II listed Park Place and dovecote
where the scale and significance of the harm outweighs the benefits of the
development (NPPF paragraph 197)
b.
poor design quality - “permission should be refused for development
of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for improving
the character and quality of an area and the way it functions” (NPPF,
paragraph 130).


Harm to Mitcham Cricket Green Conservation Area



Direct conflict with Policy CS8 requiring affordable housing provision to be
provided off site only in “exceptional circumstances”



Conflict with other development plan policies CS2, CS14, DM D1, DM D2, DM D4
and DM T3.

Note of Mitcham Cricket Green Community & Heritage’s Open Meeting
discussion of Canons nursery proposals, 27 August 2019
9. Canons site comprised 18 dwellings mixing town-houses and flats with respect for
the retained tree. (** pointed out that this tree had been wrongly named
“Tree of Heaven”, a tree dubbed Tree of Hell by many. Sophora = Pagoda Tree).
10. ** disapproved of car parking policy citing Chart Close development car space
allocation that had been ignored once dwellings were occupied. The meeting discussed
the future parking at Canons once the Lottery works started, as the Leisure Centre car
park would be relaid. Its proximity to the site needed extra control to avoid fly parking.
PMcG noted that this park was already gated, locked at 20.00. It was commented upon
that locking did not always occur.
11. ** asked for explanation of property leases with 'no car' restriction. PMcG stated
restricted parking permits would be issued, like those in CPZs. Vehicle checks on system
abuse would be made using DVLA facilities.
12. ** reckoned the car issue would lead to problem spreading to adjoining roads, which
would affect disabled residents. BY said the architects had to juggle lower car use with
cleaner climate necessities.
13. ** asked about protection for the retained tree during construction, and post
occupation. BY gave assurances that tree regulations would be followed and that the
raised wall would be built beyond the area of tree roots.
14. ** asked for revised timetable. PMcG said plans would be submitted to LBM by end
of September. Comments required within 7 days, preferably using
hello@merantun.co.uk. Confirmed no website on which to view plans.
15. ** considered the refuse facilities needed guarantees. PMcG said there would be
planning conditions covering this area.
16. ** thought the design lacked merit – stark and functional with no redeeming
features. Also thought the wrap-around plan led to unsafe areas.
17. ** called the brick wall (Apartment Block Elevation) vile that added to a featureless
mass. ** wondered what “Georgian” influences there were, since visible roofing all
looked flat. BY said roof of Park Place had been observed
[Initials of attendees have been redacted and replaced by **. PMcG = Paul McGarry,
Merantun Design Director (& Head of Future Merton), BY = Beatrix Young,
WestonWilliamson + Partners, architects]

